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A b s tra ct.
We present our efforts to create a narrow-bandwidth source of entangled photons
with a high spectral brightness to facilitate their interaction with single trapped
atoms. A pump beam with λ=407 nm, focused into a type 2 PPKTP crystal, is
down-converted to obtain signal and idler beams; their frequency can be tuned
via the temperature of the crystal. By changing the beam waist inside the crystal,
we determine the optimal focusing parameters for our source. We observe that
weak focusing results in large pair to single ratio (efficiency). For a beam waist of
170 microns we observe efficiencies > 25%. This efficiency of our single pass setup already exceeds typical double pass configurations in common use [1]. Further,
tight focusing produces a larger absolute number of pairs.
A narrow-band pump beam leads to a bandwidth of the down-converted beams
compatible with what is expected due to the finite length of the crystal. A narrow
band pump also yields higher absolute number of pairs. We thus try to prepare
narrow-band entangled photons not by spectral filtering the signal and idler
beams (and consequently loosing both intensity and some entanglement ) as in
[2], but aim for using the down-conversion source directly. Furthermore,
experimental measurements of the temperature dependence of the wavelengths
of the signal and the idler beams have been found to match theoretical
calculations.
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